Introduction
In ancient Greece, the Pythagorean school sought to explain the world in terms of finite integers and their ratios.
The discovery of the irrational nature of fi, worth sacrificing dozens of oxen, and kept secret for a century, dealt a serious blow to this jinitist program. Uneasy with the many paradoxes associated with arguments involving infinity, the most famous being attributed to Zeno of Eleus, Greek mathematicians pragmatically replaced numbers by geometry at the heart of their preoccupations. We wait until the XIX-th century, to find mathematically rigorous constructions of the real numbers. Any such construction starts from the choice of a representation for numbers: Cauchy sequence, Dedekind cut, interval, decimal, continued fraction, . . . . It then defines the arithmetic operations +, -, X, / in terms of the chosen representation, and must prove that the resulting structure is indeed a real field. Since all these constructions lead to isomorphic algebraic structures, we can then abstract from the chosen underlying representation, and start building Analysis, as we know it, without ever having to worry about Cauchy sequences or Dedekind cuts.
Soon after the discovery of computable functions by Turing [36] and Church [41] , the notion of computable real numbers, also called recur&e, representable, and constructive has received a great deal of mathematical attention [54] , [66] , [85] . Despite this, very little effort has been made to provide practical implementations of exact real computer arithmetic.
Notable exceptions are [80] and [86,87a] , both of which are based on radix representations.
The present work originated with our own effort to implement exact reals in order to extend arbitrary precision rational arithmetic in LeLisp [82] . This programming effort has had its rewards: our first version, including transcendental functions, had only five pages of code. In a second version, the amount of code had doubled, for a tenfold gain in speed: if we restrict ourselves to rational operations, this implementation is only two to three times slower than a numerator/denominator representation of the rational numbers.
Our starting point has been the unpublished work of Gosper, on rational continued fraction arithmetic, an account of which is given in [Sl] . Extending these algorithms to real numbers was definitely non-trivial, since none of the basic operations (+, -, x, /) is computable in Gosper's original formulation on continued fractions. Our other contribution lies in the trancendental algorithm, which computes a wide class of nonalgebraic functions. Due to space limitation, we omit proofs and many justifications, which can be found in [87b] . Hopefully, the present paper provides enough information to dupplicate our implementation in any programming language.
Computable
Real Numbers
To serve as a reference against which to match the correctness of our implementation, we first build the reals as computable limits of rational intervals.
Definition
1 A real number r E R is represented by a sequence of intervals
the following r(n + 1): r(0) > r(1) 2 . .. 2 r(n) > r(n + 1) > . . . .
(ii) The distance A between the end-points of the successive intervals vanishes, limn+-A(s(n),i(n)) = 0, thus r is the unique number common to all intervals: r = r(oo) = &or(n). A real number r is thus represented by an &expression, which defines the algorithm for computing r(n) = [i(n), s(n)] from input n E N. Theorem 1 (Cantor) Let R denote the subset of L-ezpressions which represent numbers, that is the computable reals expressed as programs in l.
(i) The set R is denumerable.
(ii] No algorithm can effectively enumerate all the elements of R.
Fermat conjectured that equation 3;" + y" = 2" has no integer solution for n > 2. An elementary argument shows that counter-examples to this conjecture are necessarily of the form 1 < x < y < z,2 < n < z. For any fixed integer z, we can effectively compute the number 7, of solutions to Fermat's equation, and define 6. the value f(r) E R of any function f which is not continuous at r.
Computable sign
After computing successive approximations to number r for a while, we may find oursehes in the situation where r has not been found to be # 0, yet it has not been established that r = 0 either. We effectively time out this potentially infinite search by choosing a (small) positive rational 0 < E < 1, and defining: The euclidean pa& z = r + 1 of number r E R is an integer z E Z, computed in finite time,, such that -1 < r -z < 1.
Implementation:
Compute an approximant r(a) = [;(n),s(n)] with [s(n) -i(n)1 < l/2, and choose:
Using the Euclidean part, inverse and product, we can compute integer division by the rules:
Computable Infinity
By Theorem 2, we cannot always test whether or not r # 0. In order to compute l/r without any funny restriction, we have to incorporate an infinite number 00 = l/O in our collection of computable reals (see Figure 1 ). For the same reason, we cannot avoid having to deal with the undefined number I= O/O. To treat 00 as any other number, it is convenient to use the stereographic mapping of the real line onto the unit complex circle centered at the origin, as shown in Figure 2 . The length A of the chord joining c(z) to u(y) is given by:
and we use A to discuss convergence at infinity as well as at any other finite point. ' The sign operator computes a subset of {-, O,+} instead of a single element. For some small numbers r, the value of sign(r) depends upon the representation of r: two different representations ro and rl of the same number r may be assigned two different signs, e.g. sgn 
In all the other cases, 
of R by continued fractions
We represent a number as a stream (zoz1 . . . z,-rr(n)). The n first terms of such a stream are integers, and the last one r(n) is function, finitely represented in language 1, which is capable of evaluating the next integer term z,, as well as the next continuation (closure) r(n + 1). We interpret the value of the stream as
We must be careful in our formulation, since Theorem 2 shows that neither decimal, nor continued fraction, representations is computable! We thus have to resort to using redundant representations. By doing so, we lose uniqueness of representation, and gain the ability to compute longer and longer representations, which monotonically increases our interval approximation to the result (see [87b] ). What ultimately forces to increase the precision, hence the length of the stream representing a given number, is the operation of comparison, or rather, as noted earlier, its computable analog, the e-comparison.
3.1
Classical N and Z continued fractions Let, r = ro be a number; compute:
where, at, each step t, integer zt E Z is "close" to rt. Different choices of zt lead to different types of continued fractions:
By eliminating t-1,. . . , rt, we write, using standard matrix notation: (ii)
The continued fraction is eventually periodic ro = [ZO z1 . . . z,-1 ,z,*-* r E 6 is the irrational square root of a positive rational. -If the fraction is finite, its last term is greater than 1:
t;b 1 0, rn+2 = w implies zn+l 1 2.
(ii) Z-fractions are characterized as follows: -If the fraction is finite, its last term is different from -2: n20,ra+2=w implies zn+i # -2.
(4
3.2
Redundant Euclidean continued fractions
We approximate the Z-fraction of number r = t-o, replacing the choice zt = [rtj by its computable analog zt = rt + 1. This leads to a well defined notion of continued fraction, having properties analogous to the N and Z fractions for irrational numbers. I:ndeed, the computation defined in Algorithm 1 always terminates for finite rt; it does not terminate if r =l. is undefined or r = oo is infinite; it also fails if rt = cc, i.e. when r is a rational. To properly handle these cases, we slightly change our computation of the euclidean part:
Algorithm 3 (Euclidean part of an arbitrary computable number) The euclidean part z = r + 1 of r E R is an integer z E Z, computed in finite time, such that A(r,z) < 1. (i] All terms are identical to zero if and only if r =I is undefined. Assuming from now on that r #I is defined, we can effectively eliminate all pairs of consecutive 0 at the begining of r, so that one of the first two terms zc,zl is non zero.
(ii) The n-th continuation r, belongs to the interval: V(r,) = (1~~1 -1, 3 -Jz,J), for z, # 01, and U (rn) = (-2,2) for z, = 0. The rational approzimants [zo z1 ..a z,,-1 f Y(r,) converge to r: U(r0) 3 -.f 3 [zo zl . . . zn-l]U(rn) 3 * * -2 r = [zo zl . * *I.
(iii) Adjacent terms z,, and z,,+l are never simultaneously zero: Izn+l I+ Iz,+zI 2 2. If successive odd terms are null, z,+Qt+l = 0 for 0 5 t < k, the partial sums of such terms have increasing absolute values:
A number r is rational if and only if it terminates as: 5. If zo < 0, z1 # 0, number r E (ZO -1, zo + 3) is negative.
Normalization of Euclidean Continued Fractions
The following, easily verified identities, are useful in understanding the relations between the N,Z and E fractions of a number r: While any finite continued fraction may be normalized by repeatedly applying the rules (7), it is not true that this can be achieved by proceeding from left to right, with bounded memory, as in Algorithm 3. We compute the rational end-point.8 i = j,,,,,,(lzml -3) and a = jn,m($ -lzm]), and consider two cases, depending on the distance A(i,a) between these two points:
51f z is a Z, fraction, simply use i = f(2) ad 8 = f(-2). If we normalize at this point, we get 10 x e = 127 5 2 * ~-1.
Positional Algebraic Algorithm
In the Algebraic Algorithm above, consuming one term of zt of input involves computing f t+1 = Xs.f&, + i),
while producing one term yt of output requires to compute:
In addition to evaluation (8) or (9) at each step t -+ t + 1, the Algebraic Algorithm computes [it(z)] and f&t + 4) -yt *
In the Positional Algebraic Algorithm, we have reduced the computation time of each term in the output continued fraction, at the price of crippling our automatic error analysis. Indeed, we can no longer guarantee that the output fraction can be normaliecd "on-line", as in Algorithm 3. We can combine the speed advantage of Algorithm 6, with the precision of Algorithm 5, by running the first one for k steps, before computing one step of the latter one; we are thus trading granularity in our automatic error analysis, for speed. 
Quadratic Algorithm
The Algebraic Algorithm can be generalized to the computation of functions in many variables, expressed as quotients of two integer coefficient polynomials in these variables. Rather than describe the general case, we content ourselves with the special case of two variables and degree one, hence computing functions hh of the form: As a special case, the Quadratic Algorithm allows us to compute sums and products of continued fractions: The computation of the sum fi+ fi = [3 ,2 61 is shown in Figure 4 . The computed result [4 -2 15 0 -7 -2 15 o -7 -2 ...I is typical of th e manner in which the Positional Algebraic Algorithm retracts a premature value; after normalization, the final sum becomes [3 2 6 2 6 2 . . n].
Transcendental Continued Fraction Arithmetic
The Quadratic Algorithm gives a way to compute the Z 6. fraction of a number given by a continued fraction [ rcrr .
. .] whose terms r, are finite real numbers, provided their absolute value is eventually greater than two: ]r,] > 2. As a consequence, we can compute a transcendental function f(r) from a continued fraction expansion f(r) = [t(O)t(l) . . .] in which all the terms t(n) are rational functions of the argument r. Many such formulae can be derived from Gauss's continued fraction (see . [48] ). We simply review some special case of practical interest.
Exponentials and Logarithms
The 
